
Bipie Mk VII Construction Notes 
Version 8

Original Bipie (By-pee) by Chara

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=497522&highlight=bipie

Bipie Mk VII by Mac50L (SeaLandAir Div NZ)

https://sites.google.com/site/kayakamf/rcplanes/bipie

These notes are for a full fuselage version Bipie with reduced span and longer nose.

Specifications

Span: 540 mm 
Length: 530 mm 
Weight net: 220 g with U/C
AUW: 280 g

Notes

The bulkheads go to the top of the fuselage MINUS half the thickness of the foam used. This means 
the top panels will sit proud of the sides but allow rounding when sanded down. There is then a 
curved strip inserted at the top aft end, after the rear end of the fuselage is fastened together and the 
sides glued to the curved top of the aft bulkhead. The fin is then glued on top of this top panel. 

The fore bulkhead and firewall are also half foam thickness below the top of the fuselage and a top 
piece glued in. A pattern could be made for the front and aft top panels but it is probably better that 
builders check the gap and size accordingly. The aft bottom can be left open or closed.

Construction

1.) Trace out the patterns on to card, trace on to foam and cut out the parts.

2.) For the fuselage, the pattern on the last page can be used to trace the curve for the upper surface 
of the lower wing or simply use a rib pattern with the leading edge upper surface 38 mm or 36 mm 
below the datum line and the trailing edge upper surface is 40 mm below the datum line giving 1° 
or 2° incidence. 1°, 38 mm, should be enough. Cut out the lower part of the fuselage where the 
lower wing will fit. The bits cut out of the fuselage for the lower wing can be scrapped or used as 
ribs. If used a slot will need to be cut for the aileron pushrods.

3.) Cut out holes for the elevator and rudder servos, one each side, 10 mm below the datum line, 10 
mm ahead of the aft bulkhead. The servos can be held in by pieces of foam glued between them. 
Replacing a servo is simple as the spacer foam is broken off, servo replaced and spacer foam 
refitted.

4.) Tool for grooving - cut a short piece of bamboo and round one end of it. Using this, press in 
grooves in the foam by running it along the fuselage datum line and along the elevator, 10 mm aft 
of the fore edge and on the tailplane, 10 mm ahead of the aft edge. Doing this will allow the 
bamboo (or CF to be bedded into the foam.

5.) Run bamboo kebab skews along each side, inside of both sides for re-inforcing in the groove 
that has been pressed in. These grooves should run along the datum line from the firewall 
side-plates' aft ends to the front of the tailplane slot. One and a half bamboo skewers will be needed 
or one length of CF on each side. Make the joint at the fore end so the curve at the aft end doesn't 
have a joint in it. Also glue the bamboo or CF on the to the elevator and tailplane.

6.) The aileron servo goes into the wing, the front mounting bracket above the surface and the aft 
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one on the under surface. Cut a slot, the size of the body of the servo, in the lower wing, about 12 
mm back from the leading edge.

7.) After notching for the bamboo, glue on the 2 bulkheads to one side leaving a space below the 
top edge, the same as half a thickness of foam being used. The aft bulkhead, only the straight side 
part is glued at this point. Glue the other side to the bulkheads. 

8.) Fit top wing support struts. Make up four 95 mm long bamboo or CF rods, run vertically from 
the datum line re-inforcing strips. Place 20 mm ahead and behind the front bulkhead. These should 
be too long and will go through the top wing and be cut off after the wing is fitted.

9.) Once the glue is dry, glue the aft ends together, with a hinge inserted for the rudder between the 
side pieces.

10.) Insert glue along the top upper side edges of the aft bulkhead and curve the tops of the sides in, 
to mate with the top of the bulkhead. Clamp while the glue dries. Lay the fuselage inverted on a 
piece of card and trace along the sides from the cockpit to the aft end. Draw 2 lines inside of this 
tracing, each the thickness of the foam inwards. Cut out this pattern and use to cut a piece of foam 
to fit inside the top aft end of the fuselage.

11.) Fit the firewall and plywood side panels, half the thickness of the foam down from the top of 
the sides. As done for the upper rear end of the fuselage, insert a piece in the top from the cockpit to 
the front.

12.) Fit a plywood battery shelf with Velcro glued to it for holding the battery. This fits from the aft 
edge of the ply side walls to the front bulkhead.

13.) Make up and fit a U/C mount if one is to be used. This is 2 squares of plywood spaced with 
something suitable to match the wire to be used. Split bamboo works well and can be sanded to the 
required thickness. Drill lightening holes before mounting. Glue to the bulkhead and battery tray. If 
it is found to be over stressed, triangles of plywood can be fitted each side from the U/C mount to 
the battery tray, to help hold it.

14.) Fit rudder and elevator servos as noted in Step 3. Glue pieces of foam in between the servos to 
retain them. If a servo ever needs replacing it is simple to cut out the retaining piece of foam.

15.) Fit hinges or hinge tape if preferred to the elevator and tailplane. Glue the tailplane into the 
slot. 

16.) Fit hinges to the rudder/fin. Glue the fin to the fuselage and the lower hinge under the tailplane. 
When the glue is dry, fit control horns to rudder and elevator.

17.) Mark the aileron positions. Mark up decoration lines if needed. Make up wings having first 
“rolled” them back and forth over a curved surface to give them  a preset curve. Fit at least one 
kebab skewer along the underside of the lower wing or both wings. This is to stop tearing apart in a 
crash, not to stop bending in flight. With the wing inverted, glue on the ribs with temporary spacers 
under and weighed down while the glue dries. Inner ribs have their outer edge level with the width 
of the fuselage, outer ribs' inner edges are 130 mm from the centreline. When the rib glue is dry, cut 
out the elevators. Fit hinges and linkage horns.

Note – for more aggressive rolling the ailerons can be cut longer towards the end of the wings, 
upper wing inner ends of the ailerons 90 mm from the centre line, lower wing 65 mm from centre 
line.

18.) Fit the aileron servo. The aileron servo fits in a fore and aft slot in the lower wing, with its back 
mounting tag on the under side aft, front tag on the upper side front. There is a screw through a 
piece of CD (or similar), screwing into the servo's front tag, clamping the front of the servo between 
top surface of the wing, servo tag and lower surface CD "washer". The same in the opposite 
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direction can be done for the aft tag or a piece of foam over the tag on the under side of the wing. 

19.) Fit Velcro to the centre top side of the lower wing to hold the Rx and cut holes and mounts for 
servo  wiring and aerial mounting. The alternative is to make a foam box mounted on the top of the 
lower wing to hold the Rx. Glue the lower wing to the fuselage. Do any cockpit detailing and fit a 
pilot.

20.) Glue struts to the lower wing and once dry, fit the upper wing and inner struts. Fit cabanes and 
re-inforce the inner struts. Bamboo can be used for this or CF.

21.) Fit pushrods and aileron linkages.

22.) Mount motor and ESC. Glue on lower fuselage foam from nose to level with the front edge of 
the battery shelf. Fit exhaust tube(s) for motor cooling. These are similar to a P&W PT6 turbine 
exhaust. The original Bipie appeared to have had a flat 4 or 6 engine.

23.) If the cutout pieces from the fuselage were not used as ribs, add extra foam on top of the ribs 
used, 4 pieces, to build up the lower wing centre wing ribs but leave a gap for pushrods. Make a 
panel to curve over the aileron servo. This is held on with 2 kebab sticks sticking into the fore 
bulkhead and one into the aft bulkhead. This panel is force bent for removal. 

24.) Wire up servos to Rx mounted in the cockpit.

25.) The aft lower fuselage can be left open or covered as preferred.

26.) Glue a piece of plywood or similar for a tail skid at the aft end of the fuselage. Even if not 
using a U/C, this should protect the bottom of the rudder when landing.

Parts

Foam board: ~5 mm – 6 mm
Glue: Gorilla polyurethane
Bamboo: kebab/BBQ sticks
Plywood: 2 – 3 mm (firewall and side plates)
Velcro: battery & Rx securing
Motor: 19 g (HK AX-1806N2500/5432 AX 1806N 2500kv)
ESC: 12 Amp, Tz12A/11429 HobbyKing 12A BlueSeries Brushless Speed Controller
2 mm pins: 1 pkt, AM1002A/66 2mm Gold Connectors 10 pairs (20pc)
Connector: battery to ESC, JST AM-9017A/9683 Female JST battery pigtail 12cm length 

(10pcs/bag)
Battery: 850 mAh 3S 
Servos: 2 x 5 g, 1 x 9 g (Hobby King BA-TS-36/3715 S0361 and HTX900)
Prop: 6x4 (APC 6x4e), TGS6x4E/7936 TGS Sport 6x4E Precision propeller
Prop saver: OR019-00501-3 
Prop saver bands: 18-00301x10/8234 Spare Rubber Ring for Prop Saver (10pcs)
Hinges: 2 pkt, 008-00201x10/8282 Nylon & Pinned Hinge 16x28.5 (10pcs)
Linkage stoppers: 1 pkt, OR016-00501/8226 Linkage Stopper D1.8mm (10pcs) 
Wheels: (if U/C fitted), OR006-00603/10398 Light Foam Wheel (Diam: 40, Width: 11mm) 

(5pcs/bag)
Landing Gear Wheel Stop Set Collar: 016-00301x10/8408 6x2.1mm (10pcs)
CD or credit card for horns
Rx to suit the Tx to be used
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Elaborate upper wing mounting scheme for removable wings -

http://flitetest.com/articles/cabane-struts-for-foam-board-planes

List of Scratchbuilt biplanes -

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2084439&page=96
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